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Escuchate a
este, que y
que nos
descubrio.

lHirad! hemos tocado tierra.
Hirad, hemos descubierto nueva tierra; nueva gente..
l Sera India?

lNO sera
que descubri6
que esta perdio?
A mi, no. ,
yo nac1 aqm.

November 18. 14Q3.Columbus Lands on the Taino_lsland of Boriken- now Puerto Rico-
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Editor's Note
On this edition of
Que Ondee Sola, we
have asked the artist
Christian Roldan to
prepare a caricature
critically referencing
the arrival of Columbus on the island of
Puerto Rico on November 19, 1493. In
Puerto Rico, this date
is celebrated as el Dia
del Descubrimiento de
Puerto Rico. Obvi-

ously, this historical
fallacy begins to inform the historical legacy of the
European conquest of Puerto Rico and of the Americas
as a positive event. For the indigenous people of Puerto
Rico - the Taino Arawak speaking people - this date
marks the beginning of their holocaust. It is clear that
Columbus did not discover Puerto Rico, what really
happen is that the native people discovered him lost en
route to the Indies.
With this caricature we hope to express our solidarity
with the indigenous people of this continent, whose
presence and persistence are totally ignored, and instead, the Eurocentric perspective of the history of this
continent is celebrated. Puerto Rico was named Boriken by the Tainos, which in their language meant the
"land of the noble people". Indeed, our original Borinqueftos were a noble people because they understood
the balance that existed between humans and their
natural world. They were a people who acted upon
the natural world with respect, and did not see it as a
process of domination, conquest, and possession of the
world.
The caricature is an affirmation of our mission to tell
our story as a narrative of resistance.
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Que Ondee Sola was established in 1972 and
remains the oldest Puerto Rican & Latina/a university students publication in the United States. Our
mission is to provide the NEIU community with a
relevant and engaging publication that deals with
student issues with a focus on Puerto Rican and
Latinas/as, our communities, and our patrias. Que
Ondee Sola continues to affirm the right of Puerto
Rican self-determination, freedom for all Puerto
Rican political prisoners, and support for a truly
participatory democracy.
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The Weapon of Poetry
by Hailey G. Boyle
Shall I compare thee to a summer's day? Poetry gets a bad rap
for being romantic and passive.

"Poetry is a weapon for critical
thought;' Reyes said, "It's a tool to
engage and help people listen:'

Reyes, a former NEIU student, is
a poet and spoken word artist. He
has performed across the world
and stated that his mission is to
use poetry and hip-hop to address issues of social justice and
cultural identity.
Reyes and students from Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos Puerto Rican
High School were brought in on
Sept. 23 by the staff of Que Ondee
Sola and the Union for Puerto Rican Students to commemorate El
Grito De Lares, the Puerto Rican
independence from Spain.
In recognition of the 147th anniversary, much of Reyes' performance involved Puerto Rican

politics, such a short film featuring his poem "Bring Him Home':
The poem was written for Oscar
Lopez Rivera, a Puerto Rican political prisoner.

enous Aztecs and Incans, the Europeans from Spain and Portugal,
there is an Arabic influence on
the Spanish language, the slaves
brought from Africa, the Irish
and German influence.

Another entitled 'Blood Dries
Black; was about the assassination of Filiberto Ojeda Rios, a
Puerto Rican revolutionary who
was shot and killed in his home
during an FBI operation that was
meant to arrest him. Reyes believes that the date of Rios death
was not a coincidence; September
23, 2005. He equated this symbolism to assassinating the U.S. President on the Fourth of July.
Reyes is not Puerto Rican, he is
Mexican. But that does not matter to him. He is Latino and believes that one Latin American's
struggle is another's.
"I see the humanity in it and the
injustice in it;' he said.
In his poem 'We Are; Reyes highlighted the complexity of being
Latino in the eyes of the United
States. The tiny differences that
separate Cubans from Mexicans
from Puerto Ricans from El Salvadorians don't matter when so
much connection is there.
Latin Americans are a huge mix
of different ethnic groups. "There
are so many layers;' said Reyes.
They are decedents of the indig-

"There's a connection we can gain
from shared struggles;' Reyes
said. Even if a person is not Latino, he believes they can feel the
connection and find empathy for
another.
When three of the Mirabel sisters,
political activists who opposed
the dictator Trujillo, were assassinated on November 25, 1960, all
of Latin America felt the pain of
the Dominican Republic and the
world now commemorates November 25 as International Day
for the Elimination of Violence
Against Women. "We are everyone;' Reyes proclaimed, "We are
the new American dream:'
(This article originally appeared
in the Independent, Oct. 6, 2015)
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El Suefio Americano- The American dream
by Brenda Bedolla-Hernandez
"El Sueno Americana- The American dream" as they call it has
served a primary motive for
many of our mamas, papas, tios,
tias, primos and primas to immigrate to this country. "The land of
opportunity", they call it, where
one's dreams of having an education in this society would be far
more tangible than they would be
in their country of origin. In our
home countries, many spoke of
El Norte as a place where money
grew on trees and everyone was
happily ever after, but they never
spoke about the reality.

They forgot to tell us that we
would have to live in fear everyday because we never knew if
ICE would show up to our place
of employment and have a sweep,
leading to deportations. They forgot to tell us that mama and papa
would be working at least two
jobs to make ends meat and provide the bare necessities for my
siblings and I, and would miss out
on some of the most important
milestones of our lives. They forgot to tell us about all of the racism, discrimination and harassment my family would have to
endure. They forgot to tell us that
education, a basic human right
would be difficult and almost impossible to attain for the simple
fact that we are immigrants.
My parents were only 18 and 20
when they immigrated to the

United Stated from Michoacan, Mexico, carrying along three
children, all under the age of 5.

For many years I was taught that
I was to tell no one "que no tenia
papeles': that I was undocumented, as if it were something to be
ashamed of, and so I did not. I
did not disclose my identity to
anyone. During my senior year
of high school, many of my peers
were getting ready to leave to big
universities, I on the other hand
was lost and stressed. I knew I had
to attend college because mama
and papa always told me: "mija,
tienes que ir a la universidad para
no termines trabajando en una
fabrica como nosotros- mija, you
have to go to college so that you
won't be stuck working at a fac tory like us" , but was unsure of
what my next steps would be. To-

wards the end of my senior year I
decided to enroll at my local community college, where I earned
my associates of arts degree. After
finishing at my community college, I enrolled at NEIU. I must
admit that upon starting at NEIU
I was terrified. I was at a much
bigger school whose tuition was
three times more than that of my
community college and I did not
know anyone. I was not sure how
I would be able to afford $11,000
a year with only my income, but I
was certain that I wanted to make
my parents proud and graduate
with my bachelors degree.
I have been through it all, long
and sleepless nights, working
three jobs to be able to afford my
tuition, crying myself to sleep at
night in order to forget about my
stress. As I got older I realized
that my historia was similar to
that of millions of other students
who lived in the shadows, afraid
of advocating for their rights
while trying to hold on tightly to
their dream of achieving a higher
education.
For me, Education has served as
a catalyst to join the immigration
rights struggle. As an undocumented student I had the personal experience that taught me how
to become an activist in my community. Through formal education I learned the importance of
standing up for what one believes
Cont.pg. 18
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Puerto Rican Agenda calls on CHA to remedy
dismal Latino representation in CHA
Chicago, IL (November 9, 2015) Over 40 leaders representing the
Puerto Rican Agenda convened
at the former management offices of Hispanic Housing Development Corporation's (HHDC)

throughout Puerto Rican Chicago for the past 26 years. Puerto
Rican Agenda members as well as
local elected officials are gravely
concerned about the implications
of another management company

ysis by the Latino Policy Forum.
Latinos represent roughly onefifth of the eligible population
who can access CHA programs,

but less than 10 percent of current participants.

on Saturday, November 7, 2015
for a special discussion on the
dismal Latino participation in
Chicago Housing Authority
(CHA) programs. Special guests
included CHA's Chief Executive
Officer, Eugene Jones, Aldermen
Joe "Proco" Moreno (1st ward),
Migdalia Santiago (31st ward),
Gilbert Villegas (36th ward), and
Roberto Maldonado's (26th ward)
Chief of Staff, Kathleen Oskandy.

assuming responsibility without
affordable housing experience
nor capacity for bilingual services.

HHDC's dismissal contributes to
CHA's poor record of outreach to
and integration of Latinos in programming, staffing, and leadership. Twenty years ago, a class-action lawsuit initiated by Latinos
United resulted in Latino consent
decrees mandating CHA to target
The meeting was prompted by resources specifically to expand
the unexpected termination of access to the Latino community,
the HHDC contract for man- yet not much progress has been
aging 1,100 CHA scattered sites made according to a recent anal-

Furthermore, the recent release
of the CHA Diversity Marketing
and Outreach Services RFP, a legacy piece of the consent decrees
and a contract currently carried
out by Erie Neighborhood House,
makes no specific mention of
Latinos nor articulates explicit
dollar amount for grant recipients. This distinct departure from
previous RFPs comes as another
surprise and without explanation.
Saturday's meeting sent a clear
message to CHA: Latinos are
not to be discounted and deserve nothing less than proactive, intentional, and targeted
investment to remedy decades of
discrimination, but most importantly, to provide access to one of
the most basic human rights-the
right to shelter. For more information: Cristina Pacione-Zayas
pragendachgo@gmail.com
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At Museum of Puerto Rican Arts and Culture
3RD ANNUAL PUERTO RICAN STUDIES BIENNIAL SYMPOSIUM

Puerto Rican Education and Social Justice: Promoting
Transformative and Emancipatory Forms of Knowledge
By Dr. Jonathan Rosa
On Friday, October 23, the Puerto Rican Studies Association
held its 3rd Biennial Symposium
and Business Meeting at the National Museum of Puerto Rican
Arts and Culture in Chicago. The
theme for the symposium was
"Puerto Rican Education and

educational reform efforts at
Roberto Clemente Community
Academy. Dr. Aurora Chang, Assistant Professor of Education at
Loyola University, provided an
overview her work, which draws
on the Latin American and Latin@ tradition of testimonio to explore the experiences of undocu-

Social Justice: Promoting Trans~
formative and Emancipatory
Forms of Knowledge:' It included
presentations by Chicago-based
scholars and educators, as well
as those researching Latin@ educational issues throughout the
nation. In the morning session,
Dr. Cristina Pacione-Zayas, Education Director of the Latino
Policy Forum and Co-Chair of
the Puerto Rican Agenda, shared
her research focused on the history of community activism and

mented students as they navigate
their educational journeys. This
session ended with a presentation
by Dr. Alejandro Carrion, who is
currently a Mellon Postdoctoral
Fellow in the Latina and Latino
Studies Program at Northwestern University. Carrion discussed
his ongoing research focused on
the transition from high school
to college for Latino males in the
Bronx, NY. The afternoon session
included presentations by Dr.
Angela Valenzuela and Mr. Mar-

vin Garcia. Valenzuela, a Professor of Education at the University
of Texas at Austin, described her
work as Director of the National
Latino Education Research and
Policy Project. Garcia, a Northeastern Illinois University Board
of Trustees Member and former
Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos Puerto Rican High School Principal,
spoke about the Humboldt Park
Community as a Campus initiative. This initiative seeks to harness com- munity assets to build
educational pipelines from Pre-K
through higher education, while
also strengthening relationships
among schools, families, and
their surrounding communities. The symposium ended with
a tour of Humboldt Park, which
introduced audience members
to the various efforts toward educational reform and community
uplift in the neighborhood.
It is not by chance that a symposium focused on Puerto Rican
education, social justice, and the
promotion of transformative and
emancipatory forms of knowledge was held in Humboldt Park.
The National Museum of Puerto
Rican Arts and Culture is located along Paseo Boricua, which
has become not only a central
hub in the Puerto Rican diaspora, but also a crucial site for urban educational struggle. When I
Cont. next page
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began my doctoral studies in the
Department of Anthropology at
the University of Chicago a little
over a decade ago, with the goal
of studying race, language, and
education, my participation in
the work of the Puerto Rican Cultural Center and partner organizations immediately became just
as important to me intellectually
as my work at the university.

mation of Division Street from an
internal colony to a space of resistance, as well as the radical act of
inviting populations written out
of history to view themselves as
historical actors.

to be published by Oxford University Press next year. The work
here has also inspired my future
research, which explores institutional interdependence in urban
contexts, or what leaders here
call urban social ecology. From
When I became the first Puerto this ecological perspective, we
Rican male to obtain my Ph.D. can apprehend interconnections
in the Department of Anthropol- among the various practices that
ogy at the University of Chicago, constitute everyday life, including
finishing more than a year and a education, housing, employment,
My Ph.D. advisors were initial- half before anyone else in my co- spirituality, and arts and culture.
ly worried that I was spending hort, the theoretical and practical The current challenges facing
too much time in the commu- value of my work in Humboldt Puerto Ricans across the Diasponity. They felt that this was a Park was rendered visible. Now, ra point to the need for new ways
distraction from the theoretical as an Assistant Professor of Edu- of defining problems, as well as
work that, in their view, could cation and Comparative Studies new ways of imagining and enbe best accomplished through in Race and Ethnicity at Stanford acting solutions. I submit to you
hours spent in the library. How- University, I continue to look to that this community, which has
ever, they did not understand the work in this community to developed unique approaches to
that I learned just as much from rethink approaches to cultural- facing educational inequalities by
scholarly readings about the neo- ly responsive pedagogies, which simultaneously working within
liberal restructuring of cities as are too often implemented in the mainstream public school sysI did from participating in the ways that simply seek to validate tem, creating alternative models,
Humboldt Park Participatory De- people's "diversity" while using and refusing to isolate education
mocracy Project, an anti-gentri- their practices as starting points from the range of people's fundafication campaign; I re-analyzed on the bridge to learning "real" mental needs, is a powerful site in
theories of codeswitching, lin- knowledge. Humboldt Park is which to do this work of redefinguistic hybridity, translation, and not simply a petri dish, test site, ing, imagining, and enacting.
ethnolinguistic identity by be- repository of ethno- graphic data,
coming part of the editorial team or starting point, but rather a key Dr. Jonathan Rosa is Assistant
of La Voz del Paseo Boricua, this space of knowledge production. Professor in the Graduate School
community's bilingual newspa- This was certainly the case for my of Education and Center for Comper; I reconsidered conceptions work, focused on the co-articula- parative Studies in Race and Ethof urban education as a site of so- tion of language and race among nicity at Stanford University. His
cial reproduction and stratifica- Puerto Rican and Mexican stu- Ph.D. is from the Department of
tion by teaching a civics course at dents in a nearby high school. Anthropology at the University of
Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos Puerto My book based on this work, Chicago and is currently a Ford
Rican High School; and I was able titled Looking like a Language, Postdoctoral Fellow in residence at
to develop novel insights regard- Sounding like a Race: Inequality Northwestern University's Latina
ing coloniality and anti-colonial and Ingenuity in the Learning of and Latino Studies Program.
praxis by tracking the transfor- Latin@ Identities, is scheduled
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With over 350 participants and 30 elected officials from 17 states

The Face of the Puerto Rican Diaspora is
manifested in Orlando Gathering
Demands include:• Hold US Gov't Accountable for Island's Fiscal and Environmental Crisis
• Health equity for Puerto Rico • Freedom for Oscar Lopez Rivera
A contingent of Chicago Puerto Rican leaders
joined over 350 members of the Puerto Rican
diaspora in Orlando, Florida on October 1314. After many months of planning and negotiation, this unprecedented event provided
a unique and sorely needed space for discussion and de- bate on issues of great importance to the Puerto Rican nation. These issues
included Puerto Rico's current economic and
fiscal crisis, health- care reform, the environment, civil rights, and the campaign to free
Oscar Lopez-Rivera.

More broadly, this gathering in Orlando signals a growing unity among members of the
Puerto Rican diaspora and growing interest
in the formation of a national Puerto Rican
agenda. Indeed, among those present were
21 Puerto Rican elected officials, including
Con- gresspersons Nydia Velazquez (NY), Luis
Gutierrez (IL), and (via Skype) Jose Serrano
(NY). Congresspersons Alan Grayson (FL)
and Bren- dan Boyle (PA) were also present
in solidarity. Participation by the local Puerto
Rican population and leadership of Central
Florida made its presence felt throughout the

gathering. In the months to come, La Vaz will
continue to report on new developments set
in motion by this historic event.
La Vaz de/ Paseo Boricua is proud to reproduce
the following articles which include one ofthe
opening statements of the gathering debut
by Jose E. Lopez, and an article re- produced
from Claridad written by Enrique Fernandez
Toledo, former senior policy analyst for Cong.
Luis V. Gutierrez, as well as two other pieces
on the topics covered in the Orlando event.

Puerto Ricans in the U.S. organize

National Encuentro of the Puerto Rican
Diaspora extraordinarily successful
By Enrique Fernandez Toledo
Organizing our Puerto Rican Diaspora in the U.S. is no easy task. In fact,
despite the general consensus both
in the U.S. and in Puerto Rico that it
needs to be done, and many previous
attempts to do it, it has never been
fully accomplished.
In addition to the obvious scarcity of resources that are needed to
reach this goal, political and ideological divisions, egos and the so-called
leadership squabbles and many other
instances of pettiness have made it
even more difficult to reach the goal
of the establishment of a Diaspora
unifying agenda.
Clearly, both of the major political
parties understand the need for organizing, and dream of controlling the

enormous potential political power
of the people of our Diaspora. But it
is precisely that partisan political nature of their attempts to do so what
has prevented, and would make it
impossible for any attempt by these
parties to effectively organize our
Diaspora nationally. They have not
done so simply because they can't ;
because they lack the credibility or
the convening power within our Diaspora communities to achieve it, not
because they don't want to do it.
On the other hand, the fiscal crisis
and the upcoming crisis of Puerto
Rico's public health system demand
an immediate response, demand our
participation and our contributions
to the solutions of these problems
from our Diaspora.

The 2016 U.S. presidential election
presents the Diaspora with an opportunity to exercise its political power
in the United States, an opportunity

which will not wait. This opportunity
will not wait for finding the "perfect"
organizational formulas or agendas
which are somehow able to please, or
to be accepted by everyone. The time
to act is now, today, and not when we
Cont. next page
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all are in agreement that "all planets
are aligned:' The invitation to act
now comes from the historical moment we find ourselves in. It comes
from the needs of our people, both
on the island and in the Diaspora, and
it is everyone's duty to respond to
this, not to sit and wait for a formal
letter of invitation to arrive. This is
not the time for "prima donnas:'

aspora Puerto Ricans, including those
who came to complain they had not
been invited but who, imbued by
the constructive and unifying spirit
which characterized the event, fully
participated in it.
In fact, the event was a wonderful
example of what we can achieve if we
striver to highlight that which unite
us as Puerto Ricans rather than what

9
Orlando Puerto Rican activist, Zoraida Rios Andino made a very emotional presentation evoking the impressive life of community struggle
of her deceased companion Elias
"Rico" Piccard. This presentation
made many of us remember our also
deceased brother David Santiago,
whose efforts for our Diaspora over
many years contributed so much
to make Encuentro possible. David
would have been proud and happy at
Encuentro.
The event was characterized by the
enthusiasm, the unity and the hope
for future advances and achievements in our struggles. We received
the Benediction by well known and
respected Bishop Marcial form Orlando, one of the most important
Puerto Rican religious leaders in the

U.S.

In this context the Encuentro Nacional de la Diaspora Puertorriqueria
took place in Orlando, Florida last
October 14, 2015, with a reception
held on the previous evening. By all
measures, the event was an unqualified success which exceeded by far its
organizers expectations.
Many had doubted the possibility to carry out this kind of an event
which tried to become the spark,
the foundation stone for a Diaspora
unity movement. Even among those
in attendance, many commented to
me that they could not believe what
there were seeing there because
they could have never believe it to
be possible to achieve the response
in attendance, participation, and the
ability to maintain the high level of
unity that was achieved at the event.
Members of groups and organizations which were directly invited arrived at the event. But also in attendance were people who although not
directly invited, learned about the
event and understood its nature of
open invitation to all interested Di-

divides us. More than 350 community leaders and individuals and elected officials came from seventeen
states, in addition to Puerto Rico. The
collective faith that if united for the
common good of our people, Puerto
Ricans can achieve many victories
prevailed at the event.
The Encuentro took place in Orlando, Florida because we all understood the enormous importance that
the Puerto Rican community in that
state will have in the 2016 presidential election. By itself, this decision
shows the level of political maturity
our Diaspora has reached: nobody
ever objected to holding the Encuentro there because everybody understood the basis for the decision.
The event took place at Centro
Borinquerio de Acacia. This is an historical building having been originally
built by Boricua pioneers in Orlando,
and was formally known as Asociacion Borinqueria. There we were very
warmly received by Raul Russi, president of Acacia.
On Tuesday evening, well known

Edwin Melendez, director of The
Center for Puerto Rican Studies at
Hunter College made an excellent
presentation of the data concerning
the socio-economic conditions and
the migration patterns of Puerto Ricans. To the applause of all present,
Melendez highlighted the documented fact that far from being welfare
dependant lazy bums, Puerto Ricans
migrate in search for employment.
Jose E. Lopez, director of the Chicago-based Puerto Rican Cultural
Center Juan Antonio Corretjer and
the brother of Puerto Rican patriot
and political prisoner Oscar Lopez
Rivera provided a great summary of
Encuentro's short and long-term objectives.
It is important to note that, despite
the political diversity among those
present, any time the name of the
patriot Oscar Lopez was mentioned,
it elicited great applause from the
people.
Another highlight of the event
was the presence and participation
of close to 20 Puerto Rican elected
officials, including the participation
of 5 Members of Congress, Nydia
Cont. on pg. 14
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2015 HAUNTED PASEO BORICUA:
ACOMMUNITY CELEBRATION

Photos by Elias Carmona
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The Face of the Puerto Rican Diaspora
Manifests in Orlando

Photos by Cecilia Figueroa and Socorro Aviles

Congressman Luis V. Gutierrez (ILL.) addresses audience, accompanied by Congresswomen Nydia Velazquez (N.Y), Congressman Brendan Boyle (PA.) and many of the Puerto Rican elective officials including
State Senator Iris Martinez (IL.) and Philadelphia Councilwomen Maria Ouinones.

Congresswomen Nydia Velazquez (N.YJ, forcefully calls
for immediate action on Puerto Rico

Congressman Luis V. Guterrez (ILL) endorses
State Senator Darren Soto (Fl.) for Congress

Daisy Morales' District Supervisor of Land, Water and Soil, Orange
County, Orlando and Sen. Rossana Lopez Leon, Puerto Rico

OrlandolaborleaderJimmyTorres
joined by local Orlando community leaders

N.Y. City Council Speaker Melissa Mark-Viverito with
communicationdirectorPedroJulioSerrano

Arturo Otero, Commissioner of Kissimmee, FL.
and Jacqueline Centeno, community member
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Can We Imagine?
By Jose E. Lopez, Executive Direc-

tor, Puerto Rican Cultural Center
Thirty years ago, perhaps even ten,
five years ago, this kind of gathering would have been impossible.
And if it had occurred, it would
have likely been held in one of the

traditional centers of the Puerto
Rican diaspora-New York, Chicago, or Philadelphia. But today,
we are in Central Florida-Orlando, to be exact. The Puerto Rican
diaspora has grown and expanded;
we are farther dispersed and new
pathways of mobility have opened
but many doors remain closed. We
are gathered today because we are
confronted with a crisis. Yet this
crisis is not just an economic one.
At stake today is the very fate of
"los puertorriqueflos;' no matter
where they reside. Our cherished
barrios-from Boston's Villa Victoria to El Barrio and the South
Bronx to Humboldt Park-contin-

ue to suffer the weight of systemicallyimposed poverty, underfunded schools, and raising housing
costs due to gentrification. Our
anchoring community organizations and grassroots initiatives are,
in many places, fighting tooth and
nail to survive. In Puerto Rico, as

we know, the challenges are many,
and they are great. Our ability to
impact policymakers has grown,
but we are far from where we need
to be.
And yet, thanks to what history
has taught us, we know that crises
create opportunities. Crises force
us to rethink, reimagine; they
demand that we make new connections and proposals. We have
assembled today to seize this moment and address-from a decidedly diasporic perspective of 5.2
million Boricuas-the economic,
environmental, health, and civil
and human rights problems af-

fecting the Puerto Rican people.
We mean to have a voice not only
in the affairs of the Diaspora; we
mean to have voice in Puerto Rico,
as hermanos y hermanas, separated only by distance and not by
identity.
Today, I address you as a member
of Chicago's Puerto Rican community, as the Executive Director of
the Juan Antonio Corretjer Puerto Rican Cultural Center, and the
brother of Oscar Lopez-Rivera,
the longest held political prisoner
in Puerto Rican history. I would
like to urge us to approach this day
with both short and long term interventions in mind. In the short
term, we must demand that the
U.S. federal government assume
responsibility for Puerto Rico's
fiscal crisis. Many of the individuals in this room have advanced
numerous ways that the U.S. federal government can provide immediate relief for the island. These
include allowing Puerto Rico to
file bankruptcy, repealing the
Jones Act on shipping, facilitating negotiations over refinancing
the debt, and the use of the Federal Reserve, as advocated by the
Archbishop of Puerto Rico. Each
of these strategies entails some degree of complexity, and certainly
demand substantial political will.
I am certain that our conversation
today will explore these and other
ways to pull Puerto Rico and our
people out of the current economic situation. There are also shortterm ways to address the looming
Cont. next page
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environmental crisis on the island,
from the cleanup of Vieques and El
Cano Martin Pena, as well as some
ways to intervene in our health crisis. We must, among other issues,
defend and expand the civil and
voting rights of the Puerto Rican
people. Among the human rights
issues, I would like to note that
President Obama could with the
stroke of his pen free my brother
Oscar. We have before us a shortterm horizon between now and
the next presidential inauguration
to make a public and political case
for his freedom. I hope I can count
on your support.

sues we identify on the table of the
Republican and Democratic parties.
Imagine, furthermore, the profound connections we could establish between our educational and cultural institutions? We
could connect El Puente in New
York to Chicago's Pedro Albizu
Campos High School. We could
connect Taller Puertorriqueno in
Philadelphia to cultural programing in Orlando and to the National Museum of Puerto Rican Arts
and Culture in Chicago and the
many cultural institutions in New
York City. Imagine how such connections could affirm the Puerto
Rican identity, culture, and educational opportunities throughout
the Diaspora.

Rico. We can follow the models
of several Latin American countries, which have actually made
space in their congresses for their
Diasporic constituencies. How
might we, in the long-term, create more spaces of encounter and
relationship building between our
organizations and those on the
island? How might our efforts in
economic development, community-building, and cultural and
intellectual production intersect
with parallel efforts on the island?

Even more broadly, and ambi tiously, how can we reimagine our
position as Puerto Ricans in this
new century. In my view, this gathering today is a historic achievement; one which I hope can set
into motion new possibilities to
address historical problems and
Building on the foundation of chart a more equitable, inclusive,
El Centro de Estudios Puertor- and ethical route. The national
riquenos, imagine the formation poet of Puerto Rico, Juan Antonio
of a network of Puerto Rican Corretjer once wrote, many years
think tanks? Imagine if we could ago, about a "futuro sin falla:' That
harness the institutional and com- is precisely the kind of future we
munity-based anchor points and must build. And I believe that
scholarly foundations built by sev- building such a future has hemieral generations of Boricua intel- spheric, if not global, implications.
lectuals to produce and circulate We have an opportunity-as diascritical analyses relevant to our poric Puerto Ricans, Latinos, and
realities and aspirations. Imagine, Caribenos-to help realize Simon
following this, the creation of a Bolivar's dream, a dream that exnational newspaper or communi- tends across Nuestra America, as
cation hub for the Puerto Rican the great Cuban revolutionary,
diaspora, which could give us a Jose Marti once described it. May
forum to communicate develop- today be the beginnings of somements in our respective cities and thing much, much greater than we
states.
can imagine. Gracias.

While we discuss these and other short -term strategies, I would,
however, urge us to keep in mind
our long-term prospects. With the
time I have remaining, I would
like to highlight a few. Can we
imagine the formation of a national Puerto Rican Political Action Committee, which can support Puerto Rican elected officials
committed to improving the welfare of Puerto Ricans and other
communities in need? Imagine
how expanding our electoral representation could contribute to
addressing the issues facing our
people? Can you imagine the development of a national Puerto Rican voter registration proj ect,
where we not only register voters
but also educate our community on the "Puerto Rican agenda''
we build today and in future gatherings? Imagine the creation of a
Puerto Rican caucus at each of
the major partisan conventions, Imagine us integrating the Puerwhich could work to place the is- to Rican diaspora within Puerto
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Velazquez, Jose Serrano {via Skype),
Luis Gutierrez, Alan Grayson, and
Brendan Boyle. Boyle is a young Congressman from Philadelphia, whose
parents emigrated from Ireland, and
who is considered a rising star in the
Democratic congressional sky. He
enthused the Boricuas in attendance
with the sincerity and firmness of his
commitment to our cause.
All of these elected officials, including New York City Council president, Melissa Mark Viverito, the
pioneer Nueva York Assemblyman,
Jose Rivera, Illinois state Senator Iris
Martfnez, Philadelphia Councilwoman, Marfa Quinones, and Florida State
Senator, Darren Soto -who garnered
much support for his campaign for
Congress among event participantsand a numerous delegation of Florida
Puerto Rican elected officials, had a
very active and outstanding participation in Encuentro.
Congresswoman Nydia Velazquez's
statement that "rights are not begged
for, they are demanded" animated,
and elevated the fighting spirit of
event participants.
On a few occasions, Congressman
Gutierrez helped the meeting to keep
its focus to keep the "eye on the ball
on the need to respond to the demands of the historical moment, but
especially when he said "I don't have
any complaints about this event. Of
course, we will need to eventually
attend to and work on the colonial
status of Puerto Rico, But we cannot
allow for Puerto Rican children to die
for the lack of an ambulance to take
her or him to the hospital, or that
their potential to make great contributions to Puerto Rico or to Humanity be crippled by having to close their
schools" {quotation is paraphrased
from my memory). This statement
by Gutierrez brought many people
to their feet, who cheered enthusiastically because better that anybody
else, he synthesized the balance
between immediate needs, the bas-
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es for unity in action and long term
needs for which many of us attended
the meeting.
On Wednesday afternoon we reorganized ourselves into four discussion groups: Puerto Rico fiscal crisis;
Puerto Rico health system crisis; human rights and civic engagement, and

cl imat e change. The elected officials
met by themselves. Meeting discussions were deep and of high quality.
All groups developed summaries of
their discussions and reported to Encuentro's closing plenary session.
We cannot conclude this review
without recognizing the event organizers from Florida: Betsy Franceschini, Zoe Colon, Jimmy Torres, Anthony
Suarez, Andy Gutierrez and Rafael
Benftez.
In summary, Encuentro Nacional de
la Diaspora Puertorriqueria accomplished the follow ing achievements,
among others:

• A firm and concrete co/ lective declaration of intent of creating a vehicle
to organize and mobilize and to represent and implement a Puerto Rican
Diaspora national agenda that helps
unify the Diaspora to assist Puerto
Rico face its fiscal and health system
crises and to advance the progress
and we/ /being of the Diaspora;
• Friendship and collaborative linkages were created among Boricua
activists from throughout al I of the
United States, and especially with the
distinguished Puerto Rican activists in
Florida;
• Unity around the demand for the
freedom of patriot political prisoner
Oscar Lopez Rivera among the Diaspora was firmed up and advanced;

there cannot be any doubt that his
is a priority, fundamental and basic
item of any Diaspora agenda;
• Inspired by the enthusiasm and
the will to work and struggle of the
people who met at Encuentro, and as
a concrete response to the cal ls for
unity for action expressed there, the
Puerto Rican elected officials who attended Encuentro decided to create
the National Association of Puerto
Rican Elected Officials;
• Both the desirability and the possibility of achieving unity of purpose
and action for the good of our people
above political differences, about status, religious and on many other kinds
was demonstrated;
• There was a successful start to
the discussion of concrete aspects of
what should become the Puerto Rican
Diaspora agenda;
• It was established that our Diaspora clearly understands our position
in U.S. society and its ability to -influence the outcome of the 2016 U.S.
presidential election;
• The importance of the unity of
Florida Boricuas was demonstrated
and much progress in advancing that
unity was shown;
No initiative and no work are perfect. When dealing with human relat ions, it is impossible to achieve unanimity or to fully satisfy everyone.
What is important is that at Encuentro many in the Puerto Rican Diaspora reached a wide -ranging consensus
about the need for, and the possibility of organizing the Diaspora in the
United States to have a serious impact on the situation of our people
on the island and here.
Such an important event will have
become the prelude to a National
Summit of the Diaspora to take place
early in 2016 to set the agenda and a
plan of action and work. Stay tuned,
we will keep you informed.

Que Ondee Sola
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SEMILLAS' FIGHT FOR WOMEN'S RIGHTS
FROM CHICAGO TO MEXICO
By Nohemi Rosales
On the afternoon of August 20th,
2015, members of Semillas, a
Chicago chapter of a women's
rights organization based in Mexico City, held a fundraising event
in the Bridgeport area. Allies, former members, and new members
alike gathered to dance, drink,
and discuss their place in fighting
for gender equality in Mexico.

Up until 25 years ago no official
state-recognized women's rights
organization existed in Latin
America. Semillas was founded by a small group of Mexican
women's rights activist as the
first non-governmental organization in Latin America focused
solely on eliminating gender inequality. They began with a small
10,000-dollar grant, but since its

beginning Semillas has granted
more than 16.6 million dollars to
women's rights organizations.
Collectively, the organizations
have carried out 700 projects in
all of the 31 Mexican states and
have transformed the lives of
more than 2.2 million women and
girls. Semillas' grantees fight for
women's rights in Mexico across
a multitude of struggles: indige-

en's fund;' says Jenny Barry, Semillas' head of development, "but
we hope to inspire future organizations:'

nous midwives preventing maternal mortality, indigenous women
operating artisan cooperative,
factory workers pushing for equal
wages, and urban workers trying
to fight for their right to be in the
technology world.

Lead by Gwen Stern, Diana Alfaro, and Beatriz Vigil, Chicago
holds the only Semillas chapter in
the US, though the organization
aims to one day expand to other cities. The goal for this chapter, they say, is to build on their
network of individual donors, to
bring together Mexican Americans and other Latinos who want
to get involved in womens rights
work, and bring together grassroots organizations who want to
make a difference in the lives of
women in Mexico. When asked
about the advantages of having a chapter in Chicago, Barry
spoke to the different ways potential donors view philanthropy in the US and Mexico. "One
of the advantages of having the
Chicago Semillas chapter is that
the philanthropy of non-governmental organizations is already
at high importance;' said Barry,
"there's not a strong culture of
philanthropy in Mexico yet. It's
getting there, but in Mexico peo ple are not as likely to give money
to NGOs:'

"Semillas is still the only women's
fund in Mexico. It's great but also
frustrating being the only worn-

There are several reasons for
this difference in the "culture of
philanthropy:' According to an
Cont. next page
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Register Now for an exciting and challenging coursel

Puerto Ricans and the Caribbean -26017
Spring 2016 Class 8:25-10:40
Jose E. Lopez, Instructor

Did you...
...want to Learn about Puerto Rican and Caribbean Histories and Cultures?
...want to Explore how the Caribbean became the 1st Global Experience?
... want to Understand how Puerto Rican and Caribbean identities are deeply rooted
in cultures of resistance- which emerged as acounter-narrative to the colonial and
plantation systems- informed by the practice of maroonage?
THEN this course is for youl
Cont. from previous page

article posted by www.OECD.
com the house-hold net-adjusted
disposable income in Mexico is
13,085 dollars per year, while the
average in the US is 25,908 dollars
per year. Having a lower income
is a possible factor in the low contributions to philanthropy.
Though, according to an article published in the Washington
post, Mexicans do donate generously to the Catholic church and
other religious organizations, but
due to the corruption in Mexico's government, mistrust of official organizations runs high.
The Washington post article also
states that according to some
Non-profit agencies, people are

cautious of the attention they may
draw to themselves for donating
to certain organizations due to
Mexico's criminal violence.
Barry also mentioned, "Some
people would rather give some
extra change they may have to
someone they see on the street,
then to become a donor through
an official organization like Semillas. They'd rather carry out a
more direct form of donating. It's
still a challenge to educate people
on the importance of getting at
the root of social change:'
On Thursday, November 12th,
2015 Semillas will be having their
25th anniversary event, "Gala de
la Sandia'' or "The Watermelon

Gala'' in Mexico city and will feature entertainment by Mexican
artist Lila Downs, as well as other
musical guests. Tickets cost 2,500
pesos and proceeds support additional womens' grassroots projects in Mexico.
For more information on how to
buy tickets contact Jenny at jenny. barry@semillas.org.mx. Chicago Semillas will meet regularly
through the year. For information
on how to get involved, please
email Semillas at chicagosemillas@gmail.com.

Nohemi Rosales is a student at Colombia College.
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THREE CITIES, ONE VOICE
National Lawyers Guild Annual Conference
by Jessie Fuentes
My long-term mentor, Executive
Director of the Puerto Rican Cultural Center Jose E. Lopez, and
I were invited to participate on
a panel at the National Lawyers
Guild (NLG) in Oakland, California. We took part of a panel
titled "Three Cities" about San
Francisco, Oakland, and Chicago, cities that are being gentrified
right before the eyes of the residents who have spent their entire
lives there. Jose and I went there
to share the experiences of Puerto
Rican families in the Humboldt
Park_ community in Chicago.
In our experience in Humboldt
Park, gentrification has displaced
many families, but worst it erases our historical memory. When
we see the places we once called
home torn down and replaced by
concrete and steel condominiums
that some deem as beautiful, our
memories are at that very moment robbed from us.
Jose and I shared this panel with
young, passionate, active members of the Oakland and San
Francisco communities. It was refreshing and inspiring to see that
other young individuals knew exactly how to articulate the impact
of gentrification on families and
specifically families of color. Rent
in San Francisco and Oakland
goes no less than $3,000 a month,
business owners of color are dos-

ing shop because they
can no longer afford
to stay, families are
forced to make difficult decisions like
whether they will
pay rent or feed their
families. What every
single panelist agreed
on is that gentrification is aggressively
violent and puts families in circumstances
no family deserves to
be in. When we displace families, we remove them from everything they know,
from their dreams of
raising generations of
families in the same
Black ex-political prisoner Sekou Odinga with
Jessie Fuentes at the NLG conference in Oakland
community, of sending generation after
community with support that we
generation to the same schools, of
request. Self-determination and
participating in annual commuself-actualization are the only annity events, and participating in
swers to sustaining communities.
the development and beautificaIn Humboldt Park, we have been
tion of their own community.
able to maintain what we call a
pedacito de patria (a little piece
What is beauty and who defines
of our land) because we invest,
it? Gentrification on a superficial
plan, verbalize and act on our belevel is defined as the beautificalief that we have the right to claim
tion process of a community. It
space, define that space, and deis a beautification process that
velop that space.
current residents cannot afford
and, more importantly, a process
Jessie Fuentes is an NEIU graduate
that residents do not find beautiand presently the Dean of Students
ful. We all should have a say on
at Roberto Clemente High School.
what beauty is and how we, as a
community, can beautify our own
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UIC President Timothy Killeen, Exelon Chairman Emeritus
John Rowe, Sen. Iris Martinez and Rep. Lisa Hernandez join
Student ACCESS Bill Campaign Launch
The Student ACCESS Bill Campaign is led by a collective of university students (undocumented, immigrant and allies) from public and private educational institutions along with civic, business and faith
leaders from across the state of Illinois. This
·
~
collective is working towards making higher
education more accessible to all students in
Illinois, regardless of their immigration status. Students from the following universities
form part of the collective: University of Illinois at Chicago, University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign, Northern Illinois University, Northeastern Illinois University, Illinois
Institute of Technology, Malcolm X, and Harold Washington.
Chicago, IL -- Currently, undocumented
students in Illinois attending public universities are ineligible to compete for scholarships and tuition
assistance. The passage of the Student Access to College and Career - Education for Statewide Success
(ACCESS) Bill would provide legal authority to
Cont. from pg. 4
4-year public universities to offer financial aid to
every
student enrolled at their institution on a
and putting up a fight. Education has made me a
competitive basis. If passed, the bill would procritical thinker and has opened my eyes to the invide
scholarship opportunities for roughly 1,500
justices that our under represented communities are
university students in Illinois. The legislation is
often faced with. It made me stronger and prepared
revenue neutral, and has no fiscal impact. Prome to unveil myself to the world as undocumented
viding
access to financial aid will help students
student.
complete their degrees, enter the workforce and
ensure
Illinois secures a return on its investment.
Everytime I go out to communities to speak about
the importance of education, I speak on behalf of mi
On Wednesday, Nov. 11, the event was attended
comunidad of DREAMers and immigrant families;
by
hundreds of supporters that filled the StuI tell the story of my parent's and that of other famdent Center East- a huge hall- beyond capacity.
ilies who I have met along my educational journey.
University of Illinois President Timothy Killeen,
Just like many of my undocumented student peers,
UIC
Chancellor Michael Amiridis, Chairman
I am living mine and my parent's dream of pursuEmeritus of Exelon and Co-Chair of the Illinois
ing my bachelor's degree; soon I will be pursuing my
Business Immigration Coalition John Rowe,
master's degree.Whatever your sueno is, envision
State Representative Lisa Hernandez and State
it, hold on to it and do not let it go regardless of
Senator Iris Martinez to support the passage of
how hard the road may seem porque los sueflos no
this
bill.
tienen fronteras-dreams do not have borders.
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Join The Puerto Rican Cultural Center • Vida/SIDA to commemorate

TUESDAY
DECEMBER 1ST
2015 · 4PM

4pm •Candlelight Vigil (In honor of Reina Valentino)
4:30pm •World AIDS Day Program
5:30pm •Latino MSM Forum

• FREE APPETIZERS •CASH BAR •LIVE PERFORMANCES •

Donations are encouraged
For more information: (773) 278 •6737

Puerto Rico is on the verge of an economic collapse that
threatens the livelihoods of millions of American citizens.
Join Puerto Rican, Latino, labor and supportive community
leaders in Washington on December 2 nd to demand
immediate federal action on Puerto Rico.

WE CALL ON CONGRESS TO:
• Grant Puerto Rico Bankruptcy & Debt Restructuring
Protection
· Eliminate Medicaid Inequities & Preserve Health Care
Access in Puerto Rico
• Uplift Puerto Rican Families by Extending the Federal
Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) and Child Tax Credit
(CTC)

THE TIME TO ACT IS NOW!
IN CHICAGO CONTACTTHE PUERTO RICAN AGENDA FOR MORE INFORMATION:
PACIONEZAYAS@GMAIL.CON\OR JESSIEF@BORICUAHUMANRIGHTS.ORG
-

#PRAgenda

-

